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LPZ at 20: A parent
to conglomerates
By Carla
Paras-Sison

INCORPORATED on June 8, 1993, Lopez Holdings Corporation was intended to be the conduit for
investments in exciting new areas of a promising and newly deregulating Philippine economy.
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JANUARY TO MARCH 2013 FINANCIAL RESULTS (UNAUDITED)
Net income attributable to equity
TOTAL CONSOLIDATED REVENUES
holders of the parent company
% change
2013
%
change
2012
2012
2013
ABS-CBN
Lopez Holdings
EDC
First Gen
FPH
ROCK

P6.532B
P25.366B
P7.121B
$521.8M
P25.438B
P1.148B

P7.878B
P22.155B
P6.940B
$494.6M
P22.157B
P1.368B

+21
-13
-3
-5
-13
+19

P306M
P2.752B
P2.699B
$50.3M
P4.963B*
P173M

P508M
P1.001B
P2.698B
$55.8M
P1.779B
P216M

+66
-64
0
+11
-64
+24

*Includes P3.339 billion gain on the sale of Meralco shares

Lopez Group 1Q
financial performance
Lopez Holdings attributable net income at P1B

LOPEZ Holdings Corporation reported P1.0 billion in net
income attributable to equity
holders of the parent for the
first quarter of 2013.
This is 64% lower than the
P2.752B in net income attributable to equity holders of the parent reported in the first quarter
of 2012, as restated. This was
primarily due to the absence
of a gain on sale of investment
in equity securities. Subsidiary
First Philippine Holdings Corporation (FPH) sold a 2.66%
stake (30 million shares) in
Meralco in January 2012.
Unaudited
consolidated
revenues decreased by 13%
year-on-year to P22.155B from
P25.366B as FPH registered
declines in the sale of electricity
and in the sale of merchandise.
(Carla Paras-Sison)

ABS-CBN income up 66%

ABS-CBN Corporation’s
consolidated net income registered P508 million in net
income for the first quarter of
2013, a significant increase of
66% compared with P306M in
the same period last year.
ABS-CBN generated consolidated revenues of P7.9 billion
from advertising and consumer
sales, a 21% increase compared
to last year.
Advertising revenues reached
P4.4B, an increase of 22% from

a year ago. Consumer sales
amounted to P3.5B, posting an
18% increase. SkyCable continues to be a major driver of
growth with revenues increasing
by 43% to P1.6B. The growth in
revenues is partly attributable to
the acquisition of Destiny Cable.
Total costs and expenses
increased by 17% to P7.2B
brought about by increases
in production costs, cost of
sales and services, and general
and administrative expenses.
Capital expenditure and film
and program rights acquisition
amounted to P1.1B which was
the same level of spending last
year. (Melissa Ortiz)

FPH maintains recurring
income growth

First Philippine Holdings
Corporation’s (FPH) first
quarter consolidated net income amounted to P3.8 billion,
down from last year’s P7.8B.
The decline was mainly due to
the absence of the P3.3B gain
from the sale of Meralco shares
in 2012. Net income attributable to parent was P1.8B, down
from P3.2B from last year.
Without the gain of last
year, recurring net income is still
higher by 10% or P155 million
for the period. (FPH Accounting)

First Gen reports attributable net income of
$55.8M

First Gen Corporation reported net income attributable

to equity holders of the parent
of $55.8 million for the first
quarter ended March 31, 2013.
This was an 11.0% increase
from the $50.3M registered in
the same period of 2012 mainly
resulting from the higher income booked by the First Gas
Plants due to the full earnings
contribution following the purchase in May 2012 of the 40.0%
BG Group stake, higher sales
volume and trading gains from
Energy Development Corporation’s geothermal plants, and
savings from interest expense.
Consolidated revenues decreased by $27.2M, or by 5.2%, to
$494.6M for the first quarter of
2013 from $521.8M for the same
period in 2012. (Joel Gaborni)

EDC posts P2.7B net
income

Energy Development Corporation (EDC) posted a P2,698.2
million net income attributable
to equity holders of EDC, almost
the same level as the P2,699.3M
of the same period last year.
The earnings performance
resulted from the increased revenue contribution from Green
Core Geothermal Inc. being
offset by the drop in First Gen
Hydro Power Corporation’s
revenue contribution.
Recurring net income to equity holders of EDC at P2,578.3M
posted a 10% increase as compared to the P2,344.5M for the
first quarter of 2012.

ABS-CBN to raise P4B in new equity
CAPITAL International Private Equity Fund VI, L.P. and
affiliated funds (collectively CIPEF) agreed to subscribe to P2.5
billion worth of new Philippine
Deposit Receipts (PDRs) to be
issued by ABS-CBN Holdings
Corporation, which will in turn
subscribe to the same number of
newly issued common shares of
ABS-CBN Corporation.
Lopez Inc. has also agreed
to subscribe to P1.5B worth of
new common shares of ABS-

CBN. This allows ABS-CBN
to raise P4B.
ABS-CBN chairman Eugenio Lopez III said, “We are
glad to have earned the support
of our controlling shareholder
and one of the world’s largest investment management and private equity firms in our pursuit
to deliver enhanced value to all
of ABS-CBN’s stakeholders.”
ABS-CBN Holdings is
expected to complete its share
subscription on or before June

10, 2013 to allow it to subsequently issue the new PDRs to
CIPEF. At the completion of
the share subscriptions and the
PDR subscription, Lopez Inc.
will hold 56% of the outstanding common shares and will
retain voting control of 79% of
all outstanding shares.
The funds raised from this
exercise will be used for initiatives
to further expand the distribution
of ABS-CBN content, including
digital terrestrial television.

Biz News

EDC’s wind farm project
gets DOE approval
ENERGY Development Corporation (EDC) has gotten the
green light from the Department of Energy (DOE) to push
through with the development
of its $300-million wind project in Burgos, Ilocos Norte.
The DOE issued its first
certificate of confirmation
of commerciality for a wind
project for the 87-MW Burgos
Wind Project (BWP), which
aims to become the largest
wind farm in the Philippines.
The certification converts
the BWP’s wind energy service
contract from exploration/ pre-

development stage to the development/ commercial stage.
“This milestone affirms our
efforts to pursue and fast track
the project in order to be the
first to achieve commercial operations by 2014. Our recently
closed $80 million club loan
plus P7 billion we raised brings
our total cash to P19 billion. We
have, without a doubt, a fully
funded business plan,” EDC
president and COO Richard
Tantoco said in a statement.
The BWP is EDC’s entry
into the wind power sector,
complementing its geothermal,

hydro and natural gas facilities.
“We have the distinction of
having over seven years of accurate wind data so we are absolutely certain of our site and
the wind resource. Because
of this, we are rapidly taking
all necessary steps to increase
the capacity of the Burgos
Wind Project from 87MW to
150MW,” Tantoco said.
The BWP is expected to
generate approximately 233
GWh annually, enough to supply the energy demand for over
a million households. (Excerpted
from www.abs-cbnnews.com)

Energy, real estate propel FPH growth
FIRST Philippine Holdings
Corporation (FPH) highlighted the solid performance and
growth plans of its energy and
real estate sectors in its May 27
annual stockholders’ meeting.
Its energy group led by First
Gen Corporation continues to
be the company’s core earnings
contributor for the last five
years, generating more than
70% of FPH’s total income
from investments. Its real estate
sector contributed P1.7 billion
in 2012. This was due to the
company’s increased interest
in Rockwell Land Corporation
from 49% to 86.8% and First
Philippine Industrial Park’s
(FPIP) robust land sales to
global manufacturing leaders.
“We are eager to sweat our
platform of assets more, maximize potential, and have all our
subsidiaries firing on all cylinders in the coming years. This is
precisely why FPH is adopting
a more active parenting style
over its subsidiaries, empowering them to become the growth
engines of our company in the
decades to come,” FPH chairman and CEO Federico R.
Lopez (FRL) said.
First Gen is pursuing
growth plans across its energy
platforms. In natural gas, it
will develop the 1,300-MW
San Gabriel project in three
phases, from 2013 to 2018. In
its initial phase, the project will
utilize gas from the Malampaya
field. In the latter phase, it will
develop liquefied natural gas
(LNG) receiving and regasification facilities using imported
LNG.
In renewable energy, First
Gen will build 63-MW runof-river hydropower plants in
Mindanao; continue geothermal
exploratory activities in Chile,

Peru and Indonesia through
its subsidiary Energy Development Corporation (EDC); and
construct the 87-MW Burgos
wind power project of EDC
and turbine manufacturer Vestas of Denmark.
Rockwell Land strengthened its leadership in the highend residential segment with
the strong sales of 205 Santolan
and The Proscenium. This year,
it will launch The Alvendia
Gardens, its second townhouse
development, and Lincoln,
The Proscenium’s third tower.
Rockwell Land will make its
first foray into the broader
market segment with the 53
Benitez midrise development
in Quezon City and launch
its first project outside Manila
with the acquisition of a 3.1hectare property in Cebu City.
In 2012, FPIP’s locators
created 40,000 jobs at its site

Promos & Offers

in Sto. Tomas, Batangas as
five global giants located their
manufacturing
operations
in the Philippines: Canon,
Brother, Murata, BE Aerospace and Sonion. By 2014,
when these locators have fully
established their operations,
another 10,000 jobs will have
been created in the 450-hectare economic zone.
FRL said: “What we
are seeing today in FPH is
a massive redeployment of
your company’s capital, talent
and resources from a highly
regulated utility business like
Meralco into more competitive ones...Never lost in our
thoughts is the belief that each
day spent at work is not just
about building a company, it’s
about building a nation and
everything about making the
world a better place.” (Hazel
Velasco)

New channels on SKYcable Dual
Def!

SKYcable adds new channels on SKYcable Dual Def, which combines regular standard definition (SD) and high definition (HD)
channels in one basic plan. CNN HD (Channel 181) is now part
of SKYcable Dual Def plan at P499/month; this plan offers 50 SD
channels and six HD channels. Meanwhile, Disney Jr. (Channel
38) and Cartoon Network HD (Channel 178) can now be enjoyed
on SKYcable Dual Def plan at P999/month, with 68 SD channels
and 13 HD channels. Both Dual Def plans come with iRecord,
initially available in Metro Manila, which allows you to record,
play back and pause live TV, and iWantv!, where you can catch up
on ABS-CBN and SKYcable TV shows any time! For more info,
log on to www.mysky.com.ph or call 381-0000. (Arlene Torres)

Refer a friend to SKY, earn rebates

SKY subscribers, refer your family and friends to SKYcable or
SKYbroadband and get unlimited savings on your monthly bill.
The SKY customer referral program lets you earn bill rebates of
P100 to P400 for every successful referral. You can submit as many
names as you want. The more referrals, the more bill rebates you
can get! For more info, visit mysky.com.ph/refer.

Biz News
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Dispatch from Japan



PH embassy hosts briefing
on G8 and G20 priorities

Amb. Manuel M. Lopez

UNDER the leadership of
Ambassador Manuel M.
Lopez, the Philippine em-

bassy in Tokyo hosted a briefing conducted by Japanese
Deputy Minister for Foreign
Affairs Koji Tsuruoka for the
ASEAN Committee Tokyo
(ACT) on the G8 Summit
in Northern Ireland this June
and the G20 Summit in Russia in September 2013.
The meeting provided an
opportunity to raise and discuss the concerns of emerging economies and developing countries vis-à-vis the
prevailing global economic
conditions, as well as to call
for more meaningful G8 and

G20 actions to address these
issues.
The event was capped by
afternoon tea, during which
the participating embassies
and the delegation from the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
enjoyed traditional Filipino
rice cakes and beverages.
The ACT brings together
the heads of the ASEAN
embassies in Japan to promote
ASEAN’s interests and identity
in host countries and international organizations. Vietnam is
currently chair of the ACT. (Excerpted from tokyo.philembassy.net)

‘Original Sir Chief’ at ECOP confab

Lopez Holdings to focus on
sustaining shareholder returns
LOPEZ Holdings Corporation
will continue to provide support
for core investees ABS-CBN
Corporation and First Philippine Holdings Corporation
(FPH) to ensure sustainable
returns to shareholders.
At its annual meeting on
May 30, Lopez Holdings
president Salvador G. Tirona
told shareholders the company
is “committed to support its
core companies by all means
necessary to secure their path
toward sustainable growth.”
Lopez Holdings had to restructure over $560 million in
debt in 2002, after investees in
telecom and water distribution

were seriously crippled by the
Asian financial contagion in
1997. The company reduced
obligations through the sale of
stakes in toll roads, property
development and a tertiary hospital, as well as the repurchase
of debt papers. As of March
31, 2013, unrestructured debt
was at P67M (less than $2M),
with the company current on
$23M in restructured debt.
Ambassador to Tokyo
Manuel M. Lopez, chairman of
Lopez Holdings, announced a
P0.125 per share cash dividend,
as approved by the company’s
board of directors. Record date
was set on June 14, 2013 and

payment date on or before June
28. The company declared cash
dividends of P0.10 per share
in 2011 and 2012, based on
previous year’s incomes. The
2013 cash dividend is based
on the 2012 net income, which
benefited from a one-time gain
booked by FPH from the sale
of Meralco shares.
The core investments of
Lopez Holdings are in media
and communications through
ABS-CBN and in sustainable
energy development, infrastructure, property development and green manufacturing
through FPH. (Carla ParasSison)

To offer new services via ABS-CBN Mobile

ABS-CBN pioneers media convergence
ABS-CBN chairman Eugenio Lopez III (rightmost) with (l-r) ECOP chairman Miguel Varela, panel moderator Tony
Velasquez, PHINMA president Ramon del Rosario Jr., Meralco president Oscar Reyes, ECOP president Edgardo
Lacson and former BPI president Aurelio Montinola III

EUGENIO Lopez III (EL3),
ABS-CBN chairman and
Lopez Group Foundation Inc.
trustee, recently spoke as one
of the Philippines’ top employers during the 34th National
Conference of Employers at
the Marriott Hotel hosted by
the Employers Confederation
of the Philippines (ECOP),
which had as its theme “Inclusive Growth, vision, Prescriptions and Action.”
In the principal plenary
session “Prescriptions from

the CEOs,” EL3 described
how ABS-CBN Global has
showed that Filipinos are very
capable in adapting to digital
technology and how popular
TV series such as “Be Careful
with My Heart” is showing the
Filipino value of love of family. He told the audience that
“Sir Chief ” of the popular TV
series, portrayed by Richard
Yap, was warmly received during their tour overseas.
Panel moderator Tony
Velasquez, ANC news anchor,

introduced EL3 as the “original
Sir Chief,” eliciting applause
from the crowd of mostly businessmen, executives and Human Resources managers.
The ABS-CBN honcho
revealed that the global Filipinos’ education via The Filipino
Channel is helping influence
Filipinos based in the Philippines how to for vote leaders,
which was seen in the different
outcome for those who won in
the Senate due to their exposure
abroad. (Dulce Festin-Baybay)

‘Halalan 2013’ most
watched election coverage
ON May 13, most Filipinos nationwide got their election news
from ABS-CBN and went online
to send their thoughts via Twitter
that made ABS-CBN’s “Halalan
2013” coverage a trending topic
on the social networking site.
Based on Kantar Media
data covering national urban

and rural homes, ABS-CBN’s
“Bayan Mo, iPatrol Mo: Tayo Na
Halalan 2013” coverage drew a
cumulative average of national
TV rating of 13.7% from 6
a.m. to 12 midnight vs. GMA’s
“Eleksyon 2013” with 10%.
ABS-CBN’s flagship newscast “TV Patrol” hit a 27% na-

tional TV rating or nine points
higher than rival program “24
Oras” that only recorded 18.4%.
Meanwhile, #Halalan2013
was the only election coverage-based hashtag of a news
organization to have landed
among Twitter’s trending topics. (Kane Choa)

ABS-CBN Convergence Inc.
ushers in the media convergence era in the Philippines
with the expansion of its telecommunications business via
a network sharing agreement
with Globe Telecom.
The partnership, which
will see ABS-CBN “buying
capacity” from Globe, will
enable the Kapamilya network
to deliver content and offer
traditional telecoms services
on mobile devices through the
ABS-CBN Mobile SIM by the
end of the year.
Per the five-year network
sharing deal, ABS-CBN will
use Globe’s servers, towers and
switches, while Globe will be
the exclusive carrier of ABSCBN’s programs.
The move effectively makes
the company a third player in
the telecommunications industry, said ABS-CBN chairman
Eugenio Lopez III.
ABS-CBN is shelling out
between P2 billion and P3B
spread out over the next three
years for communications equipment and for working capital.
ABS-CBN Convergence
president and managing director Carlo Katigbak said this
pioneering move aims to create
a new experience for Filipinos

(L-R) ABS-CBN Convergence Inc. president and managing director Carlo
Katigbak, ABS-CBN chairman Eugenio Lopez III, Globe president Ernest Cu
and Globe senior adviser for Consumer Business Peter Bithos

by expanding their access to
ABS-CBN content on mobile
devices.
“We have come to realize
that the mobile internet is going to become one of the most
important platforms for delivering content to our audiences.
We believe that in the same way
television revolutionized the
mass market’s ability to receive
information and entertainment,
the wireless internet will be the
next most important medium
for our audience. Very soon, our
Kapamilyas will enjoy special
shows, receive our news and
interact with our stars from
anywhere and anytime they
want, through their tablets and
cell phones,” Katigbak said.

Follow us @lopezlinkph on Twitter and Like us on Facebook at facebook.com/lopezlinkonline

Lachica named
acting SEIPI chief

Dan Lachica,
president
of First
Philec Solar
Corporation,
has been
appointed
acting
president
of the Semiconductors and
Electronics Industries in
the Philippines Inc. (SEIPI).
SEIPI is the organization of
semiconductor and electronics
companies in the Philippines.
Before his appointment, Lachica
served as the group’s treasurer
and chairman as well as a
member of the board of directors.
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couch potato treats

‘SpiderMan’ on
SkyCable

One of the world’s
most beloved characters is back as a
new chapter in the
Spider-Man legacy
is revealed in “The
Amazing
SpiderMan.” The film stars
Andrew
Garfield,
Emma Stone, Rhys
Ifans, Denis Leary, Campbell Scott, Irrfan Khan,
with Martin Sheen and Sally Field. Catch it on
HBO (SkyCable Channel 54) and HBO HD
(SkyCable Channel 168) on June 23 at 10 p.m.
(Karen Zabaljauregui)

Julia to star in ‘Cofradia’
remake

Julia Barretto is set to top bill the TV remake of
Dominador Ad Castillo’s novel “Cofradia.” “Cofradia” features the story of a girl who transforms
into a beautiful young lady through the help of
a magic candle. Before being launched via Star
Magic Circle, Julia already caught the attention of
TV viewers because of her roles in “Kokey,” “Palos”
and “Walang Kapalit.” Watch for Julia’s first drama series, “Cofradia,” this 2013.

First ‘teleserye’ in two years

Juday returns in ‘Huwag Ka Lang Mawawala’
JUDY Ann Santos admits to having mixed emotions about the
upcoming premiere of her newest
teleserye on ABS-CBN, “Huwag
Ka Lang Mawawala.”
“I’m feeling nervous and excited
at the same time. I’m really flattered
to be given this kind of project, and
I’m very thankful to ABS-CBN because they have been supporting me
and giving me wonderful projects
for the longest time,” said Juday, as
the actress is popularly known.
According to Juday, she did not
think twice in accepting the project as her first teleserye after two
years because of its beautiful and
extraordinary story. She added that
after all the drama series she has
made, the only thing that she considers as her key to success is her
love for her craft.
“For me, there is no real secret
on how to maintain your status in

‘Annaliza’ whips rival
program

Andrea Brillantes has made her debut on national television and is excited to take viewers on
her colorful journey in “Annaliza.” The program’s
May 30 pilot telecast hit a national TV rating
of 16.7%, while its rival program “Home Sweet
Home” recorded only 8.8% based on data from
Kantar Media. But even before the show’s pilot,
fans showed their support for the cast by flocking to Sta. Lucia East Grand Mall in Cainta for
the first “Annaliza” mall show. Catch “Annaliza,”
weeknights before “TV Patrol” on ABS-CBN’s
Primetime Bida.

Korean star’s days are
numbered

ABS-CBN airs the love story of a woman who is
slowly losing her memory and a man who is brave
enough to stand
up for her. Lead
stars Soo Ae and
Kim Rae Won received awards for
their portrayals in
“A Promise of a Thousand Days” in the
2011 SBS Drama
Awards.
Don’t
miss “A Promise of
a Thousand Days”
after
“Dugong

showbiz. If you love what you’re
doing and if you love and respect
the people you’re working with,
the support of the people for you
will never fade,” she shared.
As part of ABS-CBN’s celebration of 60 years of Philippine television, the Kapamilya
network offers another teleserye
masterpiece in “Huwag Ka
Lang Mawawala.”
Completing the cast
of “Huwag Ka Lang
Mawawala” are Sam
Milby, KC Concepcion,
John Estrada, Tirso
Cruz III, Coney Reyes,
Susan Africa, Mylene Dizon, Matet de
Leon, Empress, Bryan
Termulo and Joseph
Marco. It is directed by
Jerry Sineneng and Tots
Sanchez-Mariscal.

Councils
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HR Council

FOR his striking resemblance to
actor Christopher de Leon, impersonator Jonathan Garcia was
named as the Ultimate “Kalokalike” in the grand finals of the “It’s
Showtime” look-alike contest.
Aside from bearing a close
physical resemblance to De Leon,
for which he also won the special

HR Council holds planning session The Lopez

Group HR Council recently held a planning session at the Rockwell Club,
Rockwell Center. The group mapped out its major thrusts and activities
for 2013 and beyond, as well as aligned its various plans and programs
among its working teams. Photo shows (seated, l-r) HR Council chair
Cedie Lopez Vargas, Pinky Diokno of Lopez Holdings and Bulak Acierto
of SkyCable; (standing, l-r) Beth Canlas of FPH, Bunny Gerochi of FPH,
Jun Mayo of First Philec, Dimpy Jazmines of SkyCable and Bayan, Estela
Dasmariñas of Rockwell Land, Cay Marbella of Lopez Inc. and planning
session facilitator Caloy Salonga of First Balfour

A new MYX has arrived!
MYX gives viewers more reasons
to stay tuned as it presents new
show logos, new sets, a new program schedule, new VJs and an
even more awesome programming
as part of the thrust to keep the
country’s number one music channel constantly reenergized and rejuvenated.
“MYX was, is and will always
be open to everything. We change
based on what our viewers are
looking for,” said Andre Allan Alvarez, channel head of MYX.
The channel recently introduced its new VJs in the persons
of Ai dela Cruz, Karla Aguas and
Sam Concepcion. Alvarez said the
three were chosen because they

epitomize youth and vitality.
VJ Ai is a former NCAA and
PBA courtside reporter and is also
the vocalist of an acoustic duo. VJ
Karla is the writer behind the blog
thesjseries.blogspot.com. VJ Sam
is no stranger to the entertainment
scene, having appeared in numerous theater productions, movies
and TV series. He is also a recording artist.
Catch VJs Ai, Karla and Sam
in MYX Daily Top 10, Wer U At?
MYX Take 5, Pop MYX, Pinoy
MYX and My MYX. Together
with current VJs Nikki Gil, Chino Lui Pio and Iya Villania, they
comprise the new MYX family.

Picture Frame Award, Jonathan
clinched the title after showing off
his acting chops in the talent portion.
Jonathan
brought
home
P300,000 and a special celebrity
treatment package. He was also
awarded the BFF Award for being voted by his co-finalists as the
friendliest in the bunch.
Sherylene Castor, “Kalokalike” of Jinkee Pacquaio, was declared the first runner-up and won
P200,000, while Learsi Gomez,
“Kalokalike” of Julia Montes, was
named the second runner-up with
P100,000.
Rounding out the top five were
“Adele” and “Joey de Leon,” who
each won P50,000.
Judges Willie Nepomuceno,
Jason Gainza, Pooh and Jhong

Hilario also handed out special
awards to finalists who made a
lasting impact on the “madlang
pipol.”
Cliff Hogan, the “Kalokalike”
of Justin Bieber, was given the
Trending Award for generating
the wildest buzz on social networking sites, while Jay Failanga,
the “Kalokalike” of Vice Ganda,
clinched the Texters’ Choice
Award for garnering the highest
number of text votes from the
viewers.
Julia’s “Kalokalike” also received
the “Kumarir” Award for being
the most improved contender in
terms of impersonation, wardrobe
and overall look. The hashtag #UltimateKalokalike topped the list
of worldwide trending topics on
Twitter.

Daniel all set for new movie, ‘teleserye’ Daniel Padilla

(3rd from left) is set to invade the big screen once more after signing an exclusive
contract with Star Cinema. After the success of his launching film “Must Be Love”
with Kathryn Bernardo, Star Cinema is preparing the teen stars’ follow-up movie.
Meanwhile, the tandem’s drama series titled “Got to Believe” will air on ABS-CBN
Primetime Bida this July. Present during the contract signing were (l-r) Star Magic
consultant Johnny Manahan, Star Creatives head Malou Santos and Daniel’s
mother and talent manager Karla Estrada.

SKY Kids attend acting workshop Some 30

SKY Kids—children and family members of SKY employees—recently
attended a basic acting workshop held at the boardroom of SKY’s
Tektite office in Pasig. The workshop continues the thrust of the
Human Resource and Organizational Development team to engage SKY
employees’ kids in fun and meaningful learning activities. The basic
acting workshop not only helped the kids realize their acting potentials,
but also helped them express themselves and improve their confidence.

AMBASSADOR Manuel M.
Lopez, Lopez Group chairman,
told officers and staff members
of five Lopez Group member
organizations to go back to
basics, and grow “strong from
within.”
Speaking at the 3rd Lopez
Service Awards on May 28, the
ambassador encouraged everyone to strengthen the Group
through “careful, mindful, respectful and constant communication” with customers, and
aspire to recover ground lost
during earlier periods of upheaval.
Lopez Group chairman
emeritus Oscar M. Lopez
stressed the importance of
stewardship and accountability, and knowing that each one
has a “specific and special role
to play” in making the Lopez
Group built to last.
In the audience were employees of Lopez Inc., Lopez
Holdings Corporation, Eugenio Lopez Foundation Inc.,
INAEC Aviation Corporation
and Lopez Group Foundation
Inc. (LGFI).
Honored were Lopez Inc.
assistant vice president-Human Resources Ma. Carmen
Marbella for 20 years of service; Lopez Holdings senior
assistant vice president-Corporate Communications Rosanna

Kristine Cruz, 20 years; Lopez
Holdings accounting assistant
Hermes Miranda, 15 years; and
INAEC assistant maintenance
supervisor Deecap Pocopio, five
years.
In a video message recorded
earlier, Lopez Inc. chair Presy
L. Psinakis, who is out of the
country, congratulated the
honorees and wished them to
continue to be “instruments of
success for our companies, and
of peace for our fellow employees.”
LGFI president and executive director Cedie Lopez
Vargas, in her closing remarks,
acknowledged the many challenges the Lopez Group has
experienced but said the important thing was “we have
learned valuable lessons (and)
remained united and more
willing to be of service to our
country and our fellow Filipinos.”
Evening entertainment was
provided by home-grown talents with live singing and a
medley of ballroom dancing.
Guest performers were 14year-old prodigy Joachim Navarro who played the piano and
“Pilipinas Got Talent” season
2 champion Marcelito Pomoy
who sang in his signature female and male voices. (Carla
Paras-Sison)

ence, the family honored their
debts.
“We paid the employees first
before we tackled our external
debts,” he said.

love their job so that when the
time comes, he or she can say,
“It is now the auspicious time to
retire.”
Lito looks forward to more
time with his family, his friends
and, most especially, more time
for himself. He looks forward to
more travels and adventures as
well as more peace and quiet. He
need not wake up early anymore
or undergo the hassle and stress
of daily traffic jams. He now has
time to unwind.
He reminds
his former
colleagues,
though, that
he is just a
phone
call
away.

Lito Banaag: An auspicious retirement
By Dulce Festin-Baybay
“I always knew there was a good
time to retire, and it has come to
me today,” said Anacleto “Lito”
M. Banaag Jr. in his remarks a
few months ago announcing
his retirement from the Lopez
Group after 41 years of service.
“All the companies are stable.
There are no sinking ships and
there is no storm on the horizon.”
And so, Lito, as he is fondly
called by his friends and staff,
is finally bidding adieu. Goodbye to the Lopez Group, yes,
but not to the Lopez family
whom he continues to assist in
his personal capacity as a consultant. You still see his bubbly
self briskly walking through the
corridors of the fifth floor of
Benpres Building once or twice
a week.
In a May 2011 LopezLink article about his rise to practically
the top of the comptrollership
group of the Lopez companies,
Lito described how he saw with
his own eyes the Lopez Values
of social justice and integrity
during good times and bad.



Back to basics at 3rd Lopez Service Awards

‘Christopher de Leon’ wins look-alike contest

BALLS airs French
Open

BALLS Channel presents the second tennis
Grand Slam event of the year! The 2013 French
Open blasts off from the clay courts of Roland
Garros live at 5 p.m. Rafael Nadal is the reigning men’s singles champion who is going for his
eighth French Open crown, while Maria Sharapova is the defending women’s singles champion.
BALLS is available on SkyCable Channel 34 or
Destiny Cable Channel 36.

Kapamilya

Haciendas with schools

As he said in that article: “As
part of the comptrollership group,
I used to go around their [the
Lopezes’] haciendas in Negros.
And in the course of my travels, I
noticed that their haciendas were
among the very few communities
that had their own schools, clinic,
water and electricity.”
This was in the 1970s when
haciendas—mostly made up of
tenants and farm workers—were
among the most exploited and
corporate social responsibility
was not yet the practice. But the
Lopez haciendas were different, explained Lito. No wonder,
to this day he has a high regard
for the Lopezes, especially their
sense of compassion and commitment to public service.
Lito’s sensitive position afforded him a close-up view and
a special relationship with the
Lopezes as he saw for himself
how the martial law experience
affected them, both personally
and professionally, even in terms
of values. Yet, in spite of the financial and emotional experi-

Changing management
styles

Through the years, Lito has
seen the changes in the style
of management. As he said in
the article, “the first generation
valued loyalty and was paternalistic. The second and the third
generations are for business excellence. But a common thread
for all generations is integrity.”
And yes, he believes that the
Lopez Values are there to guide
generations to come, and with
this, he can finally retire. “And I
am getting my wish now.”
His message to his fellow
Lopez employees is for them
to always work conscientiously
and to the best of their ability.
After all, one never knows
if there are new problems
that will arise or whether
old problems will recur. This
is why he always reminds
everyone to be frugal and to

PHOTOs BY ELVIN AGUILA



Lopez Group chairman emeritus Oscar M. Lopez, Lopez Group chairman
Amb. Manuel M. Lopez and LGFI president Cedie Lopez Vargas

Awardees Cay Marbella, Rosan Cruz, Hermes Miranda and Deecap
Pocopio

Lopez Holdings VP Mike Lopez, ABS-CBN CIO Mark Lopez, Margot
Fragante and INAEC president Jay Lopez; LGFI operations head Angela
Lopez Guingona

Lopez Holdings president Salvador G. Tirona, Lopez Holdings VP Pinky
Diokno; LGFI program head Mitos Santisteban and FPH VP Pearl
Catahan

“PGT 2” champion Marcelito Pomoy; Home-grown talents Ricky
Francisco, Iday Marpa, Lorie Santos, Grace Mutia and Rudy Icoy

June 7: Deadline for submission of nominations to the
Lopez Achievement Awards. For more info, call 4496032 or 449-6082
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Shares of the company were
listed on the Philippine Stock
Exchange on November 25, 1993,
after a well-received initial public
offering that raised P3 billion.
The vision of the late Eugenio Lopez Jr. (ELJ), then
president and chief executive officer, made sense to domestic and
international investors alike. If
the country aspired to become an
Asian tiger in the mold of Korea,
Singapore and Malaysia, it had to
sustain growth in production to
keep pace with its rapidly growing Southeast Asian neighbors.
To do this, vital services
were needed to support the big
push forward: good, serviceable
toll roads; reliable but affordable
telecommunications services;
efficient water and sewerage;
clean and sustainable power;
customer-focused commercial
banking; and hassle-free inner
city living for the expanding
urban middle class. For each
of these sectors, strategies were
mapped out and corresponding investments
were made. The
company
was to
be a developer
o f

concessions, intending to be a
significant player in business
promotion and development,
and in the very lives of its investees’ customers.
Lopez
Holdings, then
known as Benpres Holdings
Corporation, issued long-term
commercial papers worth P3B
and Eurobonds worth $150
million. Investors were eager
to participate in the potentially
rapid development of Philippine infrastructure and utilities
to support business and industry,
as well as serve a growing population that was also expected to
become wealthier over time.

Obtaining right of way for the
expanded North Luzon Expressway took an enormous toll on resources, both in terms of time and
financing. It took another two
years of construction and road
rehabilitation before the tollway
became operational in February
2005. Over a decade had passed
since the holding company for
infrastructure was established.
In 2008, Lopez Holdings
and affiliate First Philippine
Holdings Corporation (FPH)
sold their joint stake in First
Philippine Infrastructure Inc.,
the parent company of MNTC,
for a gain of P3B.

The venture into toll roads
through Manila North Tollways Corporation (MNTC)
was a test of wills and patience.
Close to seven years were spent
securing government approvals
and arranging for commercial
credit facilities. The project was
inaugurated by three Philippine
Presidents beginning with Fidel
V. Ramos, then Joseph Ejercito Estrada, and then again by
Gloria Macapagal Arroyo.

Lopez Holdings and partner
Suez Lyonnaise des Eaux, later
known as Ondeo, organized
Maynilad Water Services Inc.,
which won the 1997 auction
for the water and wastewater
services of the western half of
Metro Manila. The concession
was plagued by an assortment of
challenges from the beginning.
Due to the disparity in water
rates bid by the winning concessionaires, Maynilad ended up
with $800M in debt,
equivalent

Tollways

1993

1994

First Philippine Infrastructure Development Corporation (FPIDC) and Maynilad
Water Services Inc. are established

tariff, meant foreign exchange
losses would continue to eat into
funds intended for service improvements.
In 2003, Maynilad filed for
court-assisted financial rehabilitation. Lopez Holdings returned
the water concession to the government in 2004, after a lengthy
international arbitration process
failed to resolve the issues for
which Maynilad sought relief.
A debt and capital restructuring
agreement (DCRA) signed in
2005, and subsequently approved
by the rehabilitation court, paved
the way for the resolution of
issues and the eventual reprivatization of Maynilad.
Under the DCRA, Lopez
Holdings wrote off P3.7B for
Maynilad and was released
from its guarantees of Maynilad obligations.

Telecom

Bayan Telecommunications
Inc. became the maverick provider of fixed lines. It succeeded
in carving a niche in leased lines
and other corporate services, but
for lack of a license was unable
to participate in the highly lucrative mobile phone business.
Similar to Maynilad’s experience with dollar-denominated
debt, Bayan had to undergo
court-assisted financial rehabilitation which was finalized

in 2004. The court approved a
sustainable debt level of $325M,
payable over 19 years.
Today, Bayan remains strong
in the outsourcing and offshoring business segment, and is
the industry model for superior
customer service. Its highly committed workforce makes good on
its money-back guarantees for
services that do not meet committed response times, a practice
that will drive other telcos bankrupt if they attempt to imitate it.
With all Bayan revenues
practically being used to service debt, Lopez Holdings has
provided for over P20B in investment losses in Bayan, held
through Bayan Telecommunications Holdings Corporation.

managers who earned distinction
for how well they ran the bank. It
was consistently ranked among
the top five banks in the country
in the 1960s under Lopez Sr.,
Montelibano and Sixto Orosa
Jr., and then from 1987 to 1999
under ELJ, John Gokongwei and
Rafael Buenaventura.
The interest in PCIBank was
among the assets transferred by
the Lopez family to the start-up
Lopez Holdings. The company
increased its stake in PCIBank in
December 1998 from 17.8% to
30%, paying P130 per share. In
May 1999, Lopez Holdings together with partner JG Summit
Holdings Inc. jointly accepted
the preemptive bid of P290 per
share tendered for control of the
bank. The bank passed on to the
control of Equitable Bank, which
was eventually bought by BDO
Unibank Inc.
Lopez Holdings booked a
gain of P3.975B from the sale
of its PCIBank shares.

Banking

The Lopez Group’s investment in PCIBank (Philippine
Commercial and International
Bank) predates Lopez Holdings. The bank was founded in
1960 during the boom times for
Philippine banks, when every
major entrepreneurial family
was establishing its own. The late
Eugenio H. Lopez Sr., who cofounded the Lopez Group with
his brother in 1928, organized
the bank together with Alfredo
Montelibano Sr., Roberto Benedicto and several other investors.
The Lopezes mostly left the
bank in the hands of professional

Property development

)

1995

Rockwell Land Corporation
develops Rockwell Center
First Gas Holdings Corporation, a joint venture with
British Gas plc, is formed

Lopez Holdings Corporation, then known as Benpres
Holdings Corporations, is
incorporated

Water

to 90% of the dollar-denominated loans transferred by the Manila Waterworks and Sewerage
System (MWSS). This meant a
doubling of Maynilad’s debt in
peso terms from P20B to P40B
at the height of the effect of the
Asian financial contagion. Having purely peso-income meant
Maynilad’s revenues, no matter
how efficient it tried to be, would
not have been able to sustain
concession loan payments for
any extended period of time, unless tariff rates were adjusted to
account for the catastrophic slide
in the local currency’s value.
In 2001, after paying down
$200M out of the original
$800M in concession loans transferred from MWSS, Maynilad
stopped payments and sought
international arbitration in a bid
to correct grave inequities in the
implementation of the concession agreement. It had completed
P4.3B worth of capital projects
and connected over 200,000
new customers to the network,
improving water service coverage to 86% from 63% at
the start of operations.
However,
regulatory
challenges,
in
particular
the lack of
approval
for
fair

(PHOTO BY Mandy Navasero

Milestones
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1997

Affiliate First Philippine
Holdings Corporation (FPH)
forms First Philippine Pipeline Inc.; First Philippine Balfour Beatty Inc., with Balfour
Beatty, Ltd. of UK; and First
Philippine Union Fenosa, with
Union Fenosa of Spain

1999

1996

First
Philippine
Industrial Park, a joint venture with
Sumitomo Corporation, is
formed to develop a modern
industrial park in Batangas

First Gen is established to
consolidate the Group’s interests in power generation

2001

A master consolidation
agreement is signed between
the PLDT Group and Lopez Holdings for the consolidation of their interests
in Home Cable and Sky Vi-

sion (SKYCable) in Beyond
Cable

2004

Bayan’s financial rehabilitation
is approved

2005

Exits from Maynilad, removing $150 million of guaranteed debt

2007

Transfers interests in FPIDC
to publicly listed Philippine
Infrastructure Inc. (FPII)

Group, reducing outstanding
debt to $70M
Sells entire 24.5% stake in
Rockwell Land to FPH and
shares held in Digital Telecommunications Phils. Inc.
First Gen wins the bid for
the government’s 60% stake
in Philippine National Oil
Company-Energy Development Corporation

2008

With FPH, sells combined
stakes in FPII to Metro Pacific
Investments Corp.

2009

Buys back $260M of debt
from the Avenue Capital

2010

Corporate name change to
Lopez Holdings Corporation
is approved
Salvador G. Tirona is ap-

pointed company president
and chief operating officer, taking over from Angel S. Ong
Receives SEC approval for
an equity restructuring, which
slashes the audited December
31, 2009 accumulated losses
to P937B

2011

After completing its tender
offer for unrestructured debt,
the board approves the first
Lopez Holdings cash dividend of P0.10 per share

2012

Tirona is named chief finance
officer

2013

Lopez Holdings marks its 20th
anniversary on June 8

Lopez Holdings was among
the original proponents of Rockwell Land Corporation, holding
a 24.5% stake in the premier
developer. The Rockwell Land
team proved to be innovative
and dependable, finishing its
first batch of residential condominium projects on time and to
the satisfaction of buyers.
After the initial equity contribution of Lopez Holdings in
1995, Rockwell Land operated as
a self-sufficient company, relying
solely on its cash flow and ability
to secure loans against its assets.
Successful preselling allowed
Rockwell Land to stay ahead
of the financial contagion that
gripped Southeast Asia in 1997.
It delivered Rizal Tower and
Hidalgo Place to buyers in 1999,
and Luna Gardens and Amorsolo
Square in 2000 just as the Power
Plant Mall opened for business.
The sterling reputation of
Rockwell Land as a reliable developer and customer-focused
property manager augured well
for subsequent projects such as
The Manansala (delivered in
2005), Joya Lofts and Towers
(delivered in 2008) and One
Rockwell (delivered in 2010).
Its ventures outside Rockwell
Center in Makati, such as The
Grove, a residential community
in Pasig, and the Rockwell Business Center, an office building
complex also in Pasig, have met
target sales and recurring revenues on account of the welcome
reception by target markets.
Lopez Holdings sold its
stake in Rockwell to FPH in
2009 at a loss of P156M. It
was not a total loss, however,
as Lopez Holdings received
over P400M in dividends from
Rockwell from 2007 to 2009.

Power generation

In the early to mid-1990s, the
value of FPH was derived solely
from its investment in Meralco,
the country’s largest power utility. Over time, it would invest in
power generation facilities and
rebalance its portfolio so that
today, over 80% of its value is
derived from power generation.
Lopez Holdings increased
its stake in FPH in 1998 when
FPH issued convertible preferred
shares to fund its equity commitment to First Gas, builder of
the Sta. Rita and San Lorenzo
power plants. FPH established
First Gen Corporation to hold
its power generation assets and
First Philec Corporation to hold
its investments in green manufacturing. Aside from Rockwell
Land, its portfolio includes top
investor locator First Philippine
Industrial Park, construction firm
First Balfour Inc. and pipeline operator First Philippine Industrial
Corporation. It retains a valuable
minority stake in Meralco.
FPH has paid steady dividends over the years, even during periods of expansion for its
subsidiaries. Its objective for
its rebalanced portfolio is to
continually increase recurring
income from investees.

Broadcasting and cable

By far, the most profitable
investment of Lopez Holdings
has been in ABS-CBN, which
has historically been generous
to shareholders. Whenever
able, ABS-CBN has declared
up to half of the previous year’s
income as dividends. What it
lacks in hard assets, it makes up
for in plenty of intangibles, including influence and goodwill.
Its news and current affairs programs are among the
most respected in the country,
building up the credibility of its
anchors to levels that get them
elected to public office. Its entertainment programs and films
present world-class production
values that capture viewers as
well as international awards for
its artists, writers, directors and
producers. Its corporate social
responsibility programs under
ABS-CBN Foundation Inc. are
among the most trusted Philippine advocacies globally. ABSCBN Global and international
sales distribution continually
work to present the best of the
Philippines abroad, earning loyal
viewership from both Filipino
communities and other nationals through dubbed or subtitled
programming options.
Sky Cable Corporation, now
a subsidiary of ABS-CBN, also
suffered from the Asian financial crisis as the cost of foreign
programming, the staple of
cable television, doubled while
subscription fees would not

keep pace. After restructuring P2.5B worth of
debt through consensual
negotiations with creditors in 2004, SKY began
its slow but sure return to
profitability by further rationalizing operations and
investing in service innovations such as broadband
and prepaid Internet
(2006), high definition
and pay-per-view specials
(2008) and video-on-demand (2010).
With Lopez Holdings
unable to support continuing investments in the SKY
network, ABS-CBN stepped up
with new investments in SKY
beginning 2005. SKY was positioned as a carrier in its digital
convergence strategy.
In 2011, Lopez Holdings and
ABS-CBN reported a P1.239B
gain on the sale of investments,
representing their combined gain
on the sale of SKY Philippine
Depository Receipts to a strategic investor. ABS-CBN retains
56.7% economic interest over
SKY and 99% voting control.

The future

As a parent to conglomerates,
Lopez Holdings remains committed to investments that uplift
the lives of Filipinos. Its major
investees ABS-CBN and FPH
are real conglomerates with investments in industries that drive
nation building. Through them,
the vision that led to the founding of Lopez Holdings—that
of progress for the country and
world-class services for Filipinos—is coming to fruition.
“We now have a clean balance
sheet. We are financially stable
with our two core businesses.
We have now been providing
value and giving returns to our
stakeholders,” says Salvador G.

Tirona, president, chief
operating officer and
chief finance officer of
Lopez Holdings.
The company paid
out cash dividends
of P0.10 per share in
2011, the first time in
its history. It was able to
maintain the same rate
in 2012, supported by
dividends received from
ABS-CBN and FPH.
Going forward, Lopez Holdings will support
new investments being
made at the ABS-CBN
and FPH levels. In the success
of these two great assets lies the
wherewithal for future endeavors.
Clockwise from top left: Sta.
Rita power plant in Batangas;
Rockwell Center is a model
inner-city development that
raised the bar of excellence and
created ripples of change in the
real estate industry; Investing in
service innovations enabled Sky
Cable to return to profitability;
Host Vice Ganda of “GGV”
entertains viewers every Sunday
on Channel 2; First Philec was
established by affiliate FPH to
hold its investments in green
manufacturing
PHOTOs BY Edwin Tuyay

Spotlight

Cleaning up the balance sheet

IN June 2002, Lopez Holdings Corporation, then known
as Benpres Holdings Corporation, declared a standstill
on $560 million in debt. It
consisted of $190M in direct
obligations and $370M in
contingent obligations.
The direct obligations consisted of $150M in Eurobonds
and P2 billion in long-term
commercial papers (LTCPs).
The contingent obligations were
debts of subsidiaries guaranteed
by Lopez Holdings acting as the
ultimate parent firm. These were
$160M for Maynilad Water
Services Inc. and $210M for
Bayan Telecommunications Inc.
In 2005, a debt and capital restructuring agreement



was signed to resolve the
various issues that plagued the
Maynilad concession. Lopez
Holdings wrote off P3.7B in
equity and advances, and was
released from its guarantees.
In 2007, as the Philippine
peso grew stronger, Lopez
Holdings bought back some of
its debt papers at a discount, using cash dividends received from
profitable affiliates ABS-CBN
Corporation, First Philippine
Holdings Corporation (FPH)
and Rockwell Land Corporation. Minority shares held in
Digital Telecommunications
Inc. were also sold that year as
part of the buyback deal.
In 2008, Lopez Holdings
sold its stake in First Phil-

ippine Infrastructure Inc.,
parent company of Manila
North Tollways Corporation.
A noncore asset—minority shares in Professional
Services Inc., owner of The
Medical City—was also sold
that year for P600M, representing an 8% gain. This
allowed Lopez Holdings to
buy back $262M in debt at a
discount in 2009.
The small investment in
The Medical City was in line
with the direction of Lopez
Holdings to grow its public
service portfolio. It was during the participation of Lopez
Holdings that The Medical
City expanded and built its
new main facility on land

donated by Manila Electric
Company.
Negotiations with creditors
continued and Lopez Holdings restructured $24M worth
of papers in 2010, followed by
a tender offer for all remaining defaulted debt in 2011.
In 2012, an additional $5M
was bought back at face value.
Funding for debt buyback
came from dividends provided
by ABS-CBN and FPH.
By the end of 2012, or after
10 years of executing its balance
sheet management plan, debt
stood at $23M. Only P67M in
unrestructured LTCPs remain,
as holders have not come forward for buyback or renegotiation. (C. Paras-Sison)
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SKY helps save the
environment with paperless
bills, donates to KCh

AFI, partners launch Green Initiative
COMMITTED to the cause
of the environment and the
socioeconomic upliftment of
communities through ecotourism and agriculture, ABS-CBN
Foundation Inc. (AFI)-Bantay
Kalikasan and its partners
launched the Green Initiative.
The collaboration aims to
protect Philippine biodiversity
and eradicate poverty. Under
the partnership, AFI, the Department of Environment and
Natural Resources (DENR),
Department of Agriculture
(DA), Department of Tourism
(DOT), Ateneo de Manila
University (ADMU) and ABSCBN Corporation will leverage
their key strategic capabilities
to improve the quality of life in

the communities. The selected
areas for 2012 and 2013 are
Romblon and Bicol.
Gina Lopez, managing director of AFI, said: “There is no
single person or institution that
can bring this country forward,
but if there are many key institutions and people that believe in
their heart that this is the way to
go and commit to it—in truth,
in service and the common
good—I have no doubt in my
mind that our country is going
to see a brilliant future ahead.”
The DENR committed to
provide the infrastructure to protect the project sites, while the
DOT will expedite the investment of tourism infrastructure
and complementary facilities.

AFI managing director Gina Lopez and ABS-CBN president Charo SantosConcio flanked by Green Initiative copartners represented by (l-r) DA Sec.
Alcala, DOT Sec. Jimenez, DENR Sec. Paje and Dr. Evangeline Bautista of
Ateneo

The DA will provide the
agricultural
infrastructure
needed to boost agricultural
production. ADMU will han-

By Faizza Tanggol

Update

KCh, YTN to share educational
shows

Knowledge Channel (KCh) recently signed a memorandum of
understanding with South Korea’s YTN Science to share educational shows. Knowledge Channel Foundation Inc. (KCFI)
president Rina Lopez Bautista said, “With additional programs
from YTN Science, more knowledge will be added to K Channel’s content. I believe that this collaboration will strengthen our
common goal: to reach more and teach more children and adults
who are eager to learn.” (Natalie Pardo)

DEPARTMENT of Interior
and Local Government (DILG)
Sec. Mar Roxas headed over to
Estero de Paco and Estero de
San Miguel to see the rehabilitation done in these esteros.
Roxas was accompanied by
AFI managing director and
concurrent Pasig River Rehabilitation Commission chair
Gina Lopez to discuss what
DILG can do to further help in
the cause.

Bayan Academy, KCh honor
innovative schools

ABS-CBN Bayan Academy, with KCh and Rex Bookstore, pays
tribute to schools through the Excellence in Educational Transformation Awards (EETA). EETA uses the following criteria:
learning effectiveness, school efficiency, transferability, measurability, teacher or faculty development, and social mission. This
year’s winners are Navotas National High School, De La Salle
Greenhills Grade School, Don Bosco Technology Center, Dr.
Yanga’s Colleges Inc., Singapore School Manila, Statesfield
School Inc. and the Diocesan Schools of Pagadian. To join the
2013 EETA, log on to www.abs-cbnbayanfoundation.com. The
deadline to submit applications is October 2013. (N. Pardo)

Calendar

BAYAN Academy offers the following certificate training
courses this month:
June 5-6: Human Resource Management
June 10-11: Total Performance Management System
June 13-14: Executive Coaching
June 18-19: Project Development and Management
June 20: Project Planning Tools and Techniques
June 25-26: Sales Training
June 27-28: Merchandise Management
For rates, call Carol Arcaya at 426-3140. Bayan Academy reserves
the right to change course dates.

dle the academic community,
with ABS-CBN managing the
media exposure of the projects.

Roxas visits rehabilitated ‘esteros’
PHOTO BY FAIZZA TANGGOL

donates an amount
to its chosen beneficiary, Knowledge
Channel Foundation
Inc. (KCFI).
The Paperless SOA project was
first implemented in
August 2010. In 2011,
the team behind the
project—composed
of members of SKY’s
IT&T and other SKY
COO Ray Montinola turns over SKY’s donation to
divisions—received a
KCFI president Rina Lopez Bautista
SKY STAR Award,
the internal recogniDID you know that SKY
subscribers have the option to tion program of the company, for
receive their bills online through the achievement.
SKY’s
contributions
to
their emails instead of having it
KCFI continue to grow as more
printed on paper?
The Paperless SOA (state- customers opt for the Paperless
ment of account) option allows SOA. In 2011, SKY turned over
SKY customers to help save on P3,484 to its beneficiary; in 2012,
paper resources and contribute P50,948 was turned over. In its
to the environment, as well as turnover to KCFI this year, SKY
have an online means to receive gave its biggest donation yet,
their bills in a convenient and which amounted to P178,312.
SKY subscribers interested in
timely manner.
In addition, for every SKY enrolling in the Paperless SOA
customer that subscribes to the option may call 381-000. (Dimpy
Paperless SOA option, SKY Jazmines, Suzette Rivera)

CSR activities

LGFI goes to Metrowear LGFI’s livelihood supported projects in Guimaras and BayaniJuan were

the beneficiaries of the recent Metrowear Icon: Rajo Laurel fashion show held at the Fairmont Hotel in Makati.
The show also marked the talented Laurel’s 20th anniversary as a fashion designer. Photo shows (l-r) LGFI’s Dario
Pagcaliwagan, program head; Dulce Festin-Baybay, public affairs and media relations; Monica Tan, program head;
Mitos Santisteban, program head; Angela Lopez Guingona, operations head; Cedie Lopez Vargas, president; Marga
Villanueva, executive assistant; and Caloy Campos, program and communications coordinator.

“I want to show him [Roxas] Estero de Paco. Sobrang
ganda talaga. After four years,
iyong crime rate bumaba, the
economy has gone up, masaya
na ang mga tao doon, and most
importantly, walang baha doon
noong habagat,” said Lopez. “I
wanted to show him what we’re
doing so that we could get support in cleaning the other esteros
because we really have to relocate and the government has to
make a really strong stand.”
In a report early this year,
DILG, the Metropolitan Manila Development Authority
(MMDA) and the Department
of Public Works and Highways
(DPWH) vowed to relocate more
than 20,000 families that reside
near the waterways of Metro
Manila before the rainy season.
The rehabilitation of Estero
de Paco and Estero de San
Miguel is a joint effort by the
PRRC and AFI’s Kapit Bisig
Para sa Ilog Pasig in partnership
with the MMDA, the DPWH
and the National Housing Authority. They are also working
with water concessionaires Manila Water and Maynilad, and
donors from the private sector.

Vermicomposting project

LGFI-backed co-op looks for right mix
By Dario Pagcaliwagan

LOPEZ Group Foundation
Inc. (LGFI) is building the capacity of the beneficiary members of Halad sa Kauswagan
sang Guimaras Multipurpose
Cooperative (Halad MPC) to
become entrepreneurs.
In May, LGFI arranged
a training activity to further

strengthen Halad MPC’s vermicomposting (a way of composting
that uses earthworms) pilot project. Department of Agriculture
technical advisors visited the project site in La Paz, Nueva Valencia,
Guimaras to review the current
practice and introduce new ways
to improve the products.

The Halad MPC vermicomposting team is currently
experimenting with the mix.
They aim to complete the requirements for accreditation as
a vermicompost supplier in the
province.
“The lectures showed the
value of using available mate-

rials at the site and a simpler
design for the structures. We
are reassured we are doing
certain things right, like how to
measure the temperature. We
are excited; now we can reduce
our costs and scale up our production,” Halad MPC officials
said.

Museum/Values
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Artist Talk with
Quinto,
Poblador on
June 29

ARTISTS Alma Quinto and
Goldie Poblador will discuss
their works featured in the current exhibition Grounded at the
Lopez Museum on June 29, 2
p.m.-4 p.m.
Quinto and Poblador will expound on their processes, choice
of materials, subject matter and
the challenges and possibilities
of art as engagement.
Quinto has represented the
Philippines in international exhibitions, such as Postcards from
Cuba—A Selection from the 8th
Havana Biennial 2004 in Norway. Recently, she was part of
House of Comfort Art Project in the
Women-in-Between: Asian Women Artists 1984-2012, a traveling
exhibition in Japan. Her experiences as an artist working in local

Special Feature

Nostalgia

On the shelf

Ongoings

marginalized communities was
translated into her installation
featured in Grounded entitled
“Jutay.” Visitors may participate
in the installation space and to be
part of her unstructured artwork.
Poblador, a fine arts
graduate of the University of the
Philippines in Diliman, studied
glass-blown art and flameworking abroad. She recently participated in the Metropolitan
Museum of Manila traveling
exhibition Riverscapes in Flux.
Poblador will discuss her installation, “Ang Simula ng Pagsibol.”
Registration fee is P120
(P100 for students) and includes
admission to the exhibition.

Opera for a
cause

Over 30 people came to the
Lopez Museum for For the
Love of Song, an afternoon of
classical music featuring 13
aspiring opera singers. The

event aimed to raise funds to
help Marco Luigi Bongon, a
music major at St. Scholastica’s
College, enroll this school year.
The young singers, under the
mentorship of Pablo Molina
and Camille Lopez-Molina,
performed opera classics and
Broadway greats. (Paolo Arago)

‘Dis/Grasya’:
Paco residents
on being River
Warriors

Alma Quinto conducted the
latest installment of “Dis/Grasya”: Transforming Narratives

of Pain and Struggle into
Power in collaboration with
the Estero de Paco chapter of
ABS-CBN Foundation Inc.’s
Kapit Bisig Para sa Ilog Pasig.
The 18 participants, most of
them residents of Paco, talked
about life in the community

Those who cannot remember the
past are condemned to repeat it.
—George Santayana

‘Linamnam,’ Claude Tayag
and Mary Ann
Quioc

June 21, 1569

“Malinamnam” is a Filipino expression that one cannot seem
to translate easily into English.
In the culinary travel guide book
Linamnam: Eating One’s Way
around the Philippines, Claude
Tayag and Mary Ann Quioc
lead the readers through their
journey to find the malinamnam
in Filipino cuisine. They scoured
the length and breadth of the archipelago to discover what makes
each dish unique and outstanding
in its own right. From the sisig of
Pampanga to the buho of Bukidnon, Linamnam is the best guide
as you follow one of Asia’s unique
cuisines. With its collection of the best must-eats around the
country, Linamnam goes beyond the usual recipe/guidebook by
being a voyage around the Philippines in itself—it’s an all-inone food and adventure bible. (Eri Dürr)
Members can now borrow Linamnam at the Lopez Museum Library. Call Ethel or Paolo to inquire about the membership program.
before the river cleanup and
later reaping the benefits of
having clean esteros. Quinto’s
next “Dis/Grasya” workshop will
be held on June 22. This is free
for cultural workers, students,
advocates and artists. Contact
Tina Modrigo at 631-2417 or



cdmodrigo@lopez-museum.
org.ph. (P. Arago)
The Lopez Memorial Museum
is at the ground floor, Benpres Building, Exchange Road corner Meralco
Avenue, Pasig City. Museum days
and hours are Mondays to Saturdays, except holidays, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Miguel Lopez de Legazpi
receives orders to take possession of the Philippines and
becomes its first governor

June 19, 1861

Jose Rizal is born in
Calamba, Laguna

June 12, 1898

Philippine independence is proclaimed in Kawit, Cavite. The
Philippine flag is unfurled and
flown, and the national anthem
is played for the first time

June 18, 1908

The University of the Philippines is established by Act
No. 1870 of the Philippine
Legislature

June 7, 1940

Pres. Manuel L. Quezon
proclaims Tagalog as one of the
official languages of the Philippines beginning July 4, 1946

June 17, 1975

Former Marcos aide Primitivo Mijares starts testifying
before the US Congressional House Committee on
International Relations about
the alleged corruption of the
Marcos government
Source: Mercy Servida, head
librarian, Lopez Memorial
Museum Library

Bravo, Opusfest!
EXCITEMENT over the
Opusfest music camp hit a high
note as the much-awaited concert series kicked off May 19
at the Eugenio Lopez Center
(ELC) in Antipolo.
This was when the Orchestra
of the Filipino Youth (OFY)
scholars under the baton of guest
conductor Olivier Ochanine,
along with the faculty of Sistema
for the Filipino Youth, performed
in an inaugural concert.
The fourth-generation Lopezes took the opportunity to
pitch in. The daughters of Angela
Lopez Guingona and Pia Abello
were ushers, while Maia Abello
and Margarita Bautista acted as
annotators. Erica Abello sang the
Philippine national anthem and
Jay Lopez’s son performed a solo
piece. Marty Vargas produced the
OFY four-minute video and Marco Vargas took the lead in ticket
sales. The concert raised P88,000.
On May 24, the ABS-CBN
Philharmonic Orchestra under
the baton of Gerard Salonga
regaled guests at the Dolphy
Theater in ABS-CBN by accompanying the Opusfest international artist-faculty roster.
Opusfest is a weeklong
classical music camp where

renowned artists mentor young
classical
performers
from
around the world. This year’s
faculty included violinists Francisca Mendoza (Chile) and Chie
Yoshinaka ( Japan), cellist Micha
Haran (Israel), and concert pianists Chong Lim Ng (Malaysia), Martin Soderberg (Spain)
and Jovianney Emmanuel Cruz
(Philippines). The camp also
had its first winds clinic and
conducting workshops, under
Richard McIntyre (Australia).
The artist-faculty trained
delegates aged 9 to 19 years old
in performing solo, chamber
music and orchestra repertoire
via one-on-one master classes
and performance revues. One of
the delegates was another member of the fourth-generation
Lopezes, Martina Lopez, who
commuted every day to ELC to
meet new musician friends and
take lessons under the masters.
At the end of the interaction
with their mentors, and with their
parents in friends in attendance
as well as Lopez family members and executives, the young
musicians displayed their “new
and improved” musicality and
techniques in a grand graduation
recital at the ELC on May 26.
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1. Clockwise from left: Opusfest artist-faculty Chong Lim Ng (Malaysia), Richard McIntyre
(Australia), Chie Yoshinaka (Japan), Micha Haran (Israel), Martin Soderberg (Spain),
Francisca Mendoza (Chile), Jovianney Emmanuel Cruz, First Philippine Holdings chairman
Federico R. Lopez, Tinky Cruz, Lopez Group chairman emeritus Oscar M. Lopez and Connie
Lopez; 2. L-R: First Philippine Realty Corp. president Oscar R. Lopez Jr., Knowledge
Channel Foundation Inc. president Rina Lopez Bautista, Mithi Aquino, US Amb. Harry
Thomas and Pia Lopez Abello at the May 19 opening concert; 3. Joachim Navarro playing
Chopin’s Minute Waltz; 4. The OFY viola quartet; 5. The first Opusfest wind ensemble under
the baton of Richard McIntyre performs Charles Gounod’s Petite Symphonie (Scherzo);
6. The Opusfest nonet; 7. Self-taught violinist and OFY assistant concert master Lerica
Rodriguez performs Prokofiev’s Sonata (Scherzo) accompanied by Josiah Samaniego; 8.
OFY’s Roi Trawon performs Henri Vieuxtemps’ Yankee Doodle for the finale (PHOTOs BY
Mandy Navasero)
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INAEC summits Mt. Pulag
By Edgar Aguilar II

Lifelong Wellness

Sta. Rita welcomes
Lopez Group walkers
By Ross Hamo Jr.

THE Sta. Rita power plant in
Batangas opened its gates to
Lopez Group Walk the Talk
(WTT) participants on May
25, 2013.
Julicer Anthony Alvis, plant
manager, offered a quick overview of the power plant before
the walk proper.
The walkers were treated to
a great trek along the perimeter
wall of Sta. Rita, a 1,000-MW
natural gas-fired combined
cycle power plant. They passed
through its award-winning
mangrove area which is also a
habitat where fish fingerlings
and crabs are hatched and
grown to maturity. It is home
to some of the country’s bird
species and a favorite temporary dwelling of migratory
birds. The walkers also hiked
along the seashore several
meters away from the nesting
site of Olive Ridley turtles.
During the engagement session with the participants, they
thanked the sponsors for the
warm welcome and the hearty
breakfast of suman, biko, bichobicho, chicken, rice and coffee.
The WTT is a regular wellness activity organized by the
Lopez Group HR Council. The
walk for the month of May was
sponsored by First Gen and
First Gas.

The 29-member INAEC team led by company president Benjamin R. Lopez (front row, 3rd from right) battled the
elements to summit Luzon’s highest peak

SUN, mud, cold, altitude and
sunrise. That, in a nutshell, is
what INAEC Aviation Corporation personnel experienced on
Mt. Pulag, Benguet.
Mt. Pulag is officially the
highest peak in Luzon at 2,922
meters. It is only 30 meters
short of Mt. Apo, the Philippines’ highest mountain.
The members of the 29strong team challenged personal
limits to conquer the summit. We were led by INAEC
president Benjamin R. Lopez
(BRL); Dr. Ted Esguerra, a
member of the First Philippine
Mount Everest Expedition
team; trekker and mountaineer
Rico de Manzana of the Lopez
Group; and Bernie Cavida of
the University of the Philippines Mountaineers.
BRL got his affection for
nature from his father, INAEC
chairman Oscar M. Lopez
(OML). A nature lover and fitness advocate, OML at 76 years
old became the oldest Filipino
to summit Mt. Pulag in 2007.
He also climbed Mt. Apo and
later Mt. Kanlaon, the tallest
peaks in Mindanao and the
Visayas. In 2011, he conquered
Mt. Kinabalu, the tallest mountain in Southeast Asia.
Since employee wellness
is one of the Lopez Values,
INAEC decided to climb Mt.
Pulag for its 2013 summer outing. To prepare, we joined the
Lopez Group Walk the Talk
at La Mesa, a trek at Eugenio
Lopez Center and did a prehike at Timberland Heights,
Antipolo.
On March 16, the team
headed to Baguio City. As part
of the acclimatization program,
we stayed for a night at the
AIM Conference Center in
Camp John Hay.
On March 17, we took two
jeepneys for the three-hour

ride to Ambangeg, Bokod,
Benguet.
At the Department of
Environment and Natural
Resources station, we viewed
“Respect Mt. Pulag,” a video
orientation on ecologicallysound and culturally-sensitive
practices for Mt. Pulag visitors.
The team then headed to the
Babadak Ranger Station, the
jump-off site.
“The trip itself was an adventure,” said Aldi Dexter Ampong, INAEC head of Commercial and Administration. It
consisted of winding, steep and
muddy roads, and a miscalculation by an inexperienced driver
could send the vehicle over a
cliff.
The group took the Ambangeg Trail. It was cloudy
when the team started the
climb. After an hour and a half,
we arrived at Camp 1. We rested for a short period then made
our way to Camp 2, donning
raincoats to protect ourselves
from the rain.
We reached Camp 2 after
an hour and 45 minutes. We
set up camp and ate our dinner.
The temperature was 17 degrees

Celsius, which went all the way
down to 2 degrees by midnight.
It was really cold!
The team was awakened
at 2:30 a.m. and was ready to
make the assault on the summit
at 4 a.m. There was a two-hour
hike through grass and mud
ahead of us.
We reached the summit
just when the sun was about to
rise. Maricel Manalo, INAEC
flight dispatcher, said, “It was
really exhausting and tiring
getting to the top. I was always
challenging myself to move
forward.”
The team took photos of the
amazing sunrise which BRL
described as “the most beautiful sunrise I’ve seen in the
whole world.” Then we offered
a prayer of thanksgiving for the
successful climb.
“One thing that we learned
from the climb is that once
INAEC set its eyes on a goal,
it can surmount any challenge,”
BRL said during the awarding
of certificates in Baguio City on
March 18.
That evening we proceeded
back to our families, all safe and
sound.

Sleep with contact lenses on, wake up to clear vision
By Charizze Henson and Audrey Phylicia Trinidad

sleep, and wake up to clear,
crisp vision that lasts for up to
24 hours.
Ortho-K contact lenses
are made of highly-oxygenpermeable material. They
are comfortable to wear and
can reduce the likelihood of
acquiring eye infections, allergies and dryness, making
them a good alternative for
people who are not ready or
qualified to undergo LASIK

surgery.
But what truly sets Ortho-K apart is that it can be
worn by people of different
ages, even children! Studies
show that Ortho-K helps
slow down the progression of
nearsightedness among children.
Asian Eye Institute offers an Ortho-K package at a
special price! It includes the
Ortho-K screening, a pair of

contact lenses good for three
years, a trial and fitting session, and follow-up care for
up to six months. Kapamilya
discounts apply: 25% off on
the Ortho-K screening and
facility fee.
Asian Eye Institute is
at Phinma Plaza, Rockwell
Center, with satellite clinics in
Trinoma, QC and SM Mall of
Asia, Pasay City. For more info,
call 898-2020.

Follow us @lopezlinkph on Twitter and Like us on Facebook at facebook.com/lopezlinkonline

JUNE
8: Run Against Cancer,
3K/5K/10K (Roxas Blvd.),
5am. Fee: P200-P400.
Contact Kathleen, 09068478878
9: Alaska World Milk Day
Run, 3K/5K/10K (BGC),
4am. Fee: P500-P700.
Contact secretariat@
alaskaworldmilkday.com
16: Petron Run for Safety,
3K/5K/10K (Ortigas),
4:30am. Fee: P500-P550.
Contact Mark, 09174973654
16: PTAAKBUHAN
Fun Trail Run, 1K with
pet/3K/5K/10K (Nuvali),
5:30am. Fee: P600. Register
at www.ptaakbuhan.runningmate.ph
30: Robinsons Fit & Fun
Wellness Buddy Run,
1K/5K/10K (BGC), 5am.
Fee: P300-P1,500. Contact
criselda.zulueta@rsc.com.ph
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Sudoku

Maglaro tayo ng Sudoku, ang bagong libangan ng bayan!
Ayusin lamang ang mga numero simula 1 hanggang 9 para
ang bawat numero ay minsan lang magagamit sa bawat row,
column at kahon.






Very Easy
Easy
Medium
Hard

Answer to May puzzle
Solution, tips and
computer program
available at
www.sudoku.com

Eats

Lunchbox love

Sports & Wellness
calendar

With Ortho-K

BID your eyeglasses and contact lenses good-bye, and say
hello to clearer and brighter
days with Ortho-K.
Ortho-K uses speciallydesigned contact lenses to
reshape the cornea. It temporarily addresses eye conditions
such as nearsightedness, farsightedness, astigmatism and
presbyopia or the loss of near
vision. Wear the contact lenses
for at least six hours during

Interactive

FOR parents who juggle their job with running
a household, the three scariest words at this
time of the year are “back to school.”
And it’s not just because expenses pile up
in the blink of an eye. This is also when they
need to exercise their creative powers to think
of healthful snacks and meals that will keep Junior away from stuff like chips, soda and street
food. Beyond the nutrition and hygiene issues,
there’s nothing like a meal personally prepared
by Mom or Dad to give your child a warm,
fuzzy feeling as he or she opens her lunchbox at
school. Don’t forget to include an encouraging
note or an extra treat, such as a little toy or a
favorite sweet!

Easy Oatmeal Raisin Cookies

Ingredients: 3/4 c M.Y. San Honey Graham
crackers; 3/4 c flour; 1 tsp baking soda; 1/2
tsp cinnamon powder; 1 1/2 c oatmeal; 1/2 c
raisins; 6 tbsp margarine, softened; 1 egg; 6 tbsp

LOPEZ Holdings Corporation
turns 20! Our comprehensive
June feature traces the beginnings
of our parent company, its vision
for the country, ventures past and
present, and the hurdles it had to
overcome to effect its transformation into the robust enterprise
that we know today.
Now, with a clean balance
sheet, the former Benpres looks
forward to sustaining shareholder
returns. Auspiciously, things are
looking up not only for us in
Lopez Holdings and the Lopez
Group but, even better, for the
country as a whole.
As our chairman Ambassador
Manuel M. Lopez observed during the annual stockholders’
meeting, “The buoyant stock market seems to be telling us that
things are going to get even better. Investors expect that as our
fellow countrymen reap the benefits of structural economic
reforms, businesses will prosper and corporate earnings will
grow.”
In the past few days alone we saw the genesis of ABS-CBN
Convergence with the signing of a network sharing deal between
ABS-CBN and Globe; First Philippine Industrial Park is now
host to over 65 locators, employing more than 40,000 workers
and eyeing further expansion within the next couple of years. Too,
Rockwell Land is venturing into new markets with The Proscenium and Primaries and will soon be crossing the sea to bring the
Rockwell lifestyle to Cebu City.
Speaking of milestones, we’d like to congratulate our five Kapamilya who were feted at the Lopez Service Awards Night at
The Grove by Rockwell on May 28. They are Cay Marbella of
Lopez Inc., Hermes Miranda of Lopez Holdings, Deecap Pocopio of INAEC and myself, Rosan Cruz, representing Lopez
Holdings.
Another notable event is Flag Days. Republic Act No. 8491
actually designates May 28 up to June 12 as the period during
which “all offices, agencies and instrumentalities of government,
business establishments, institutions of learning and private homes
are enjoined to display the flag.” Our Flag and Heraldic Code
has been in place since 1998, but we’re happy to note that the
observance of Flag Days has been gaining traction in recent years.
In the Group, Lopez Group Foundation Inc. is spearheading the

nonfat milk; 1 tsp vanilla; 1/4 tsp salt;
and 3/4 c brown sugar
Procedure:
1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Beat
sugar and margarine in a large bowl
until light and fluffy. Add egg, milk
and vanilla. Mix well.
2. Combine dry ingredients except oats
and raisins and add into the margarine mixture.
Stir until well blended.
3. Stir in oats and raisins. Drop by tablespoonful
onto a cookie sheet lined with non-stick baking
paper. You could use a small ice cream scooper
to make uniform-sized cookies.
4. Bake for 10 minutes until golden brown in
color.

Pizza Burger

Ingredients: 1 lb ground beef; 1/3 c chopped
pepperoni; 3 tbsp pizza sauce, plus a little extra for topping; 1 1/2 tsp Italian seasoning; 1
egg; 1/2 tsp pepper; 1/2 tsp garlic powder; salt;
mozzarella cheese; and 3 toasted hamburger
buns
Procedure:
1. In a mixing bowl, combine meat, pepperoni,
seasonings, egg and pizza sauce (except the
amount for the topping) and mix.
2. Divide into three burger patties and fry to de-
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Dear Rosie

move for Lopez buildings and individual employees to display the
tricolor.
Of course, Flag Days culminates with the celebration of our 115th
Independence Day. For those who want to commemorate June 12 by
immersing themselves in the story of how Filipinos fought for and
won sovereignty, we suggest that you pay the Lopez Museum a visit.
Don’t forget to greet your dad on his big day on the third Sunday
of this month. Take to him to Manila’s fashionable mall to check out
what’s on offer. For kids and teens looking forward to going back to
school, we’ve put together some baon ideas, plus stylish wearables and
accessories from Power Plant Mall.
ooOoo
Kudos to the INAEC team for reaching the peak of Mt. Pulag.
Wonderful job!—B.B.
ooOoo
I heard that the LAA deadline has been moved. Any info as to when
the new one is? Thanks.—Reianne
The deadline for the submission of nominations to the 2012 cycle
of the Lopez Achievement Awards has been moved back by a week to
June 7, 2013. For more info, check out page 5.
ooOoo
Looking forward to all the upcoming ABS-CBN teleseryes in the
next couple of months. Congrats too to the “Ina, Kapatid, Anak”
team for a wonderful job!—C. Gonzales
We all have a lot to look forward to as ABS-CBN goes full blast
with the celebration of 60 years of Philippine television. For one, you’ll
be able to see “Ethan” in a new and exciting series very soon.
ooOoo
Thanks for the Suze Orman interview by Karen Davila on ANC.
She’s so inspiring and I always try to follow her pieces of advice.—
Layla
Yes, Suze Orman is one of our favorite money gurus as well. Good
luck on your quest for financial security!
If you have questions, comments, opinions, suggestions and reactions about anything and everything about the Lopez Group,
please send them to Dear Rosie through email DearRosie@
benpres-holdings.com or lopezlink@gmail.com or be a friend or
fan on Facebook.

shape
into
marbles.
4. Fry each
marble until
golden brown
and serve with
chilli sauce or
ketchup.
sired doneness. Top with pizza sauce and cheese.
If preferred, this may be eaten with rice instead
of bread.

Gardenia à la Golden Marbles

Ingredients: 5 slices Gardenia Classic White
Bread, cut into small pieces; 300 g minced
chicken; 6 pcs dried mushrooms, soaked and
boiled for 20 minutes; 4 pcs water chestnuts,
finely chopped; 2 stalks spring onions, chopped;
1/4 c Neubake breadcrumbs; 2 eggs, slightly
beaten; 1 tsp sesame oil; 2 tbsp cornstarch; salt
and pepper; and cooking oil
Procedure:
1. Squeeze out the water from the mushrooms
and chop finely.
2. Combine the rest of the ingredients including
Gardenia Classic White Bread and mix well.
Chill for 30 minutes.
3. Scoop a teaspoonful of the mixture and

Gardenia Cheezy Bacon ‘N’ Eggs Wrap

Ingredients: 2 slices Gardenia Classic White
Bread; 2 15-g. sachets Kraft Cheez Whiz Pimiento; 2 eggs, beaten; 2 strips bacon; 2 lettuce
leaves; 1/4 c diced tomatoes; and 1/4 c shredded
cucumber
Procedure:
1. Cook the eggs and add Cheez Whiz Pimiento.
2. Place lettuce on a slice of Gardenia Classic
White Bread and top this with the scrambled
egg, bacon, shredded cucumber and diced tomatoes.
3. Drizzle with Cheez Whiz Pimiento.
4. Roll up the sandwich and wrap in napkin.
Makes two Gardenia Cheezy Bacon ‘N’ Eggs
Wrap.
(Recipes and photos from www.femalenetwork.
com, www.mysan-grahams.com.ph and www.
gardenia.com.ph)
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What’s new

By Cherry Pineda

from ABS-CBN Publishing this June

with the first Metro Fashion Awards and our list of 50 Most Influential Personalities whose presence have shaped the country’s
fashion landscape. Metro can never be complete without the latest
finds in the city, including fresh new bites, sizzling parties and
events, and your favorite hotels.

‘Vault’ hails ‘la vita Italiana’

Hemingway once said, “If you want to travel gaily, travel with
good Italians.” La Vita Italiana—a life
committed to the constant discovery
of beauty and pleasure—is the focus of
Vault’s Travel Issue. Take a closer look
at home-grown labels that rely on local craftsmen. Vault also taps chefs who
create traditional dishes using inherited recipes plus techniques learned
from grandmothers and self-taught
cooks. If you can’t wait to travel with
the Italians, Vault provides the best
alternative to doing so.

‘FOOD’:
Chinatown’s
foodie secrets

Dazzling Kathryn in ‘Metro’

Metro showcases Philippine fashion’s best with top designers
Rajo Laurel, Cary Santiago, Joey Samson, Ivar Aseron, Francis
Libiran, Puey Quiñones and Yvonne Quisumbing, with Kathryn
Bernardo as their dazzling muse. We pay tribute to local retail

Rockwell Power Plant Finds By Katherine Sarena Lim
FUNK meets function in Power Plant Mall’s back-to school picks!

Springfield

A new school year means a new wardrobe. Springfield has what
guys need to fill their closet with casual and fashionable pieces.
Plaid tops, statement tees, khakis, hats, rucksacks and messenger bags—name it, they have it. Look effortlessly cool, check out
Springfield at the R1 Level.

Kate Spade in Beauty Bar

The brand known
for its posh apparel,
shoes and accessories
has now expanded to
beauty products as well!
Try Kate Spade’s lipstick
crayons and “supercalifragilipstick” to give your
lips that rich splash of
color. Do your nails need
some fixing? Apply some
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Indulge in Chinese favorites with
a twist by “Curiosity Got the Chef ”
host Sharwin Tee. Discover the food
secrets of the oldest Chinatown in
Asia and where to get the ultimate
Chinese food in our Best of Chinese Food special. Learn how to
make fortune cookies, cook flavorful
food with steaming, what Chinese

condiments to store in your pantry and how to make variations
of siopao.

Celebrate school with
‘Chalk’!

Get up close and personal with Julia Barretto as she shares what it’s
like to be “showbiz royalty.” Make a big entrance with the hottest
items you should sport to campus. Eight college seniors guide eight
freshmen through the ins and outs of their respective universities,
with tons of tips to get them through that first day high. There’s
also a profile on the cliques you’ll encounter, how to get your high
school relationship to survive the college transition, and more!

Gerald’s big reveal in
‘StarStudio’

Usually reticent when it comes to his love life, Gerald Anderson tells StarStudio how he and Maja Salvador fell in love, and
what attracted him to her. The actor also shows StarStudio his
new bachelor’s pad and talks about his other passions. This issue
heralds the return of the StarStudio Celebrity Style Awards. Find
out who the nominees are and how you can vote for them!
Get the newest issues of your favorite magazines at leading bookstores and magazine stands nationwide. To download, users on Android devices must download the Zinio app from the Android Market.
The app is also available through the iPad App Store. PC and Mac
users can access Zinio at zinio.com.

School’s in!

glitter or gold from Kate Spade’s range of nail polish. All of these
products can be found in Beauty Bar located at the R1 Level.

Fab Manila

Fab Manila teaches you how to
be organized in a fun way.
Gather all your notes in
adorable Fab Manila
notebooks. Need something to hold your files
and readings? It has different versions of dainty file holders. Check out
the matching organizers for pens and other
school supplies as well. Visit Fab Manila at
the Archaeology Wing, R2 Level.

Happy Lemon

Happy Lemon was recently renovated to offer a
warmer and more comfortable experience to milk
tea enthusiasts. Couches were added and the ambiance gives you that feeling of chilling at home.
Hang out at the new Happy Lemon located at the
Archaeology Wing, R2 Level.

‘Man of Steel’

“Man of Steel” covers the backstory of the well-loved superhero.
Directed by Zack Snyder and coproduced by Christopher Nolan,
“Man of Steel” stars Henry
Cavill, Amy Adams, Russell
Crowe, Diane Lane, Laurence
Fishburne and Kevin Costner.
Catch it at the Power Plant
Cinema beginning June 12.
For inquiries, call 898-1440
to 41.

